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REASONS
TO GET VACCINATED
AGAINST COVID-19

IT COULD KILL YOU. There are already 15,000 covid
vax-correlated deaths listed on the CDC’s own VAERS
reporting site in just the last 9 months since the shot came
out, but studies show that these deaths are likely only 1-10%
of the true count, and the government does their best to
cover it up. We may be looking at half a million dead in the
US from the shot already.

EMERGENCE OF NEW VARIANTS. As poor a
protection as the vaccines offered to begin with, they do
even worse with the variants. The shots do absolutely
nothing to stop the Delta variant, and are therefore
becoming obsolete. The vaccines themselves are also
actually driving the variants, as numerous scientists
warned of in advance.
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COVID-19 INFECTION ALMOST NEVER LEADS
TO POOR OUTCOMES WHEN TREATED EARLY
AND PROPERLY. On top of the 99.7 percent survival rate
even without proper treatment, almost all the 0.3 percent
who have died could have been saved with safe and
effective early treatments, which have been murderously
suppressed. Additionally, virtually all of the complications of
the disease, such as organ damage, and “long covid”, also
do not occur if covid is treated early and properly. It is critical
to know that Remdesivir, given in hospitals as a super pricey
covid treatment despite its worthlessness, actually causes
kidney failure and fluid on the lungs, killing many and
leaving others with kidney failure. Are most post-covid
kidney problems actually Remdesivir poisoning?

THE SHOT PROMOTES THE SPREAD OF
COVID-19. Not only is the shot useless to stop the spread
(even the manufacturer does not make that claim), it actually
causes contagion, as vaccinated individuals were found to
carry 251 times the viral load of unvaccinated ones in their
nostrils. Many people have also become ill immediately after
vaccination, and then infected vulnerable family members,
some of whom have died.

PROTECT OUR CHILDREN. The best thing you can do for your children is to let them lead a normal life again, without masks,
vaccines, or worry about the virus. Children typically have zero or extremely mild symptoms, and if they are sick, they can easily be treated
with the same safe medications as adults. Children do not die of Covid-19, thank G-d. Even children who are immunosuppressed do well with
the disease. The miniscule number of cases reported are actually children who were hospitalized for other causes or who died from their
underlying conditions. In contrast, many children have tragically already been murdered by the covid vaccine, passing away of a heart attack
within a few days or weeks of the shot. An unacceptably high percentage of young people who are vaccinated for Covid get myocarditis,
which leaves lifelong cardiac effects, and has a 5 year mortality rate of 50 percent, according to the Mayo Clinic. The much-feared MIS-C,
which is touted as a reason to vaccinate, is actually listed on the FDA report as a possible side effect of the vaccine.

PROTECT OUR FUTURE CHILDREN.
Expectant mothers have a much lower risk than they
are led to believe, with only 0.128 fatality rate according
to the CDC, and that is without the early treatment
which is safe and effective for pregnant women. On the
other hand, the covid injection has killed an untold
number of unborn babies already, with miscarriages
skyrocketing and many stillbirths as well as babies born
with birth defects and tremors.
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MOST VACCINE SIDE EFFECTS GO
UNREPORTED. Severe side effects are more
common than you realize, and include stroke, heart
attack, blood clots, seizures, paralysis, blindness,
deafness, severe depression, psychosis, severe
digestive problems, debilitating exhaustion, and
disabling pain. They also include cancers, leukemias and
lymphomas, auto immune diseases such as diabetes,
and other complications. Doctors usually do not have
time or inclination to fill out a 30-40 minute report, and
are heavily discouraged from linking health problems to
the shot. Patients and family members often don’t
connect the dots between an injection they think is safe
and a health problem that arises afterwards. If they do,
they usually do not know how or where to report. Many
doctors who did attempt to report a covid-vaccine
induced death found that the system refused to upload
their report.
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OPEN UP YOUR WORLD. Open
your eyes to the grave dangers to our
health, life, and freedom by those who
pretend to have our best interest at heart.
Stand together and say “NO!” to vaccine
mandates. REFUSE to be injected with a
poisonous substance in order to travel to
Israel or live your normal life. If we ALL
stand together as one against the
tyranny, it will fall, with Hashem’s help.
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REAL WORLD DATA DEMONSTRATE VACCINE
DEADLINESS AND INEFFICACY. The vaccines did
not undergo the normal routine of animal safety testing and
then many years of Phase 1, 2, and 3 trials. No amount of
money or “science” can buy time, which is what is needed to
see the long term outcomes before this brand new genetic
medical treatment is rolled out on the world population,
including our most crucial frontline workers and military. In
fact, the most basic data and studies are not being made
available to the public, stories of deaths and injuries are
being censored and unreported, and doctors are being
threatened with losing their licenses if they speak the truth
of the adverse effects they’re seeing in their patients. Even
so, the half a million adverse event reports are on VAERS for
all to see, a small fraction of the true measure of devastation
wrought by this injection.

THE BEST WAY WE CAN GET BACK TO
NORMAL. is to categorically refuse the covid shot and the
associated testing and masking mandates, and SIMPLY GO
BACK TO NORMAL. If anyone is sick, treat them, just as you
treat other illnesses. Covid is less deadly than many other
outbreaks that we have dealt with recently, such as bad flu
seasons, and it is no reason for the world to grind to a halt.
The truth is that we are being bullied and controlled, and you
will never gain freedom and normalcy by giving in to a bully.

Please Visit Macabim.org
For More Information.
Also see:
https://www.vaxlonghaulers.com/
http://www.kathydopp.info/COVIDinfo
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/ensuringsafety/monitoring/vaers/index.html
https://covid19criticalcare.com/about/the-flccc-physicians/
https://www.americaoutloud.com/author/dr-peter-mccullough/
https://aflds.org/

